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ABSTRACT
In this study, amoxicillin (AMO)-loaded poly(vinyl alcohol)/sodium alginate (PVA/NaAlg) nanoparticles
were prepared as a polymer-based controlled release system. The physicochemical properties of the
obtained nanoparticles were investigated by XRD, DSC/TGA, particle size analyses and zeta potential
measurements. The average particle sizes were in the range from 336.3± 25.66 to 558.3 ± 31.39nm with
negative zeta potential values from�41.86±0.55 to�47.3 ± 2.76mV. The influences of PVA/NaAlg ratio,
span 80 concentration, exposure time to glutaraldehyde (GA) and the drug/polymer ratio on AMO
release profiles were evaluated. In vitro drug release studies showed a controlled and pH dependent
AMO release with an initial burst effect. XRD patterns and DSC thermograms of AMO-loaded nanopar-
ticles revealed that the drug in the nanoparticles was in amorphous form, which was more stable than
the crystalline form. The antibacterial activity of the optimal formulation was also investigated. The min-
imum inhibitory concentration (MIC) values of this formulation had the comparable antibacterial activity
with that of pure AMO. These results indicate that the developed nanoparticles could be a promising
candidate drug delivery system for AMO.
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Introduction

The use of nanotechnology to design and create a delivery
system that improves the efficacy of API (Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients) stand in the foreground of today’s
medical science and is the key to health improvement. In this
context, to achieve a suitable timed-controlled drug release
resulting in steady-state plasma concentration over a long-
time period, some new and interesting drug delivery systems
have been developed which aim at targeting specific cell types
or tissues. It has been also proved that many novel carrier sys-
tems have improved pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties of various drug molecules [1,2].

The aim of controlled drug delivery is to localize the
pharmacological activity of the drug to the targeted site at
desired release rates. Compared to conventional dosage
forms such delivery systems present many advantages, which
include enhanced efficacy, reduced toxicity and increased
patient convenience and compliance [3]. While these advan-
tages can be significant, the possible disadvantages cannot
be ignored, such as non-biocompatibility or toxicity of the
materials used and undesirable by-products of degradation
[4]. Controlled release supported by biodegradable and bio-
compatible nanotechnology-based carriers can possibly
improve the therapeutic efficacy of drugs, minimize their
systemic adverse effects, and increase patients’ adherence to

the regimen through decreasing the administration frequency
and dose [5–7].

Polymeric nanoparticles, as drug delivery systems, have
been attracting much attention in the recent years due to
their potential application in medicine and pharmaceutics.
These particles are stable in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and
offer a number of advantages compared to other technolo-
gies, including protecting the encapsulated drug from the pH
environment, enzyme degradation and drug efflux pump
[8,9]. Moreover, they could exhibit controlled release proper-
ties and enhance drug bioavailability [10]. Many polymers,
which are biodegradable and biocompatible, have been
utilized to prepare nanocarriers for drug delivery [11]. Among
them, sodium alginate (NaAlg) broadly used in drug delivery
application [12–14].

NaAlg is a natural polysaccharide which is generated by
brown algae and bacteria, and has a long story of use in
many biomedical applications, as well as drug delivery
systems [15,16]. It is a polyanionic linear copolymer, consisted
of two types of monomeric units a-L-guluronic acid and
b-D-mannuronic acid residues which considered as a unique
biodegradable, biocompatible, mucoadhesive and non-toxic
substance [17,18]. It is known that when in contact with
glutaraldehyde or calcium ions, alginate salts create a reticu-
lated structure, and this property has been used to design
sustained release systems for various drugs [19].
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Another biocompatible, biodegradable and non-toxic
polymer is poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA). Because of these
properties and its simple chemical structure and easiness of
chemical modification, it has been extensively used in many
biomedical applications including burn wound dressing,
artificial muscle, contact lenses, vocal cord reconstruction and
in pharmaceutical fields [20–22]. However, PVA is a
hydrophilic polymer [23] and especially for drug delivery
applications, its weak stability in water has restricted its use
in aqueous systems. In order to overcome this issue, insoluble
PVA can be formulated by cross-linking, copolymerizing,
grafting and blending, which need some additional and
sometimes complex and time-wasting procedures [24–26].
The method of polymer blending can be regarded as a bene-
ficial means to prepare a new polymer blend of PVA/NaAlg.
To obtain crosslinked NaAlg using glutaraldehyde, the chem-
ical reaction between the aldehyde groups of glutaraldehyde
and hydroxyl groups of NaAlg can be used [27].

The objective of this study was to prepare PVA/NaAlg blend
nanoparticles that contain amoxicillin (AMO) to acquire a con-
trolled drug release profile convenient for oral administration.
Throughout the world, AMO is one of the most commonly
used b-lactam antibiotics and it is prescribed to treat humans
and animals [28]. This drug is an excellent agent for the treat-
ment of a wide range of bacterial infections, including urinary
tract, gastrointestinal tract, skin and soft tissue, upper and
lower respiratory infections. [29,30]. However, after oral admin-
istration, its short half-life (1–1.5 h) in the circulation requires
frequent dosing to maintain the steady-state plasma concen-
tration [30–32]. Because of that, it becomes important to
acquire controlled or sustained drug delivery to enhance the
stability or bioavailability and to target the drug to a spe-
cific site.

Materials and methods

Materials

NaAlg (sodium alginate) (medium viscosity) was obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich (Louis, USA). PVA (poly(vinyl alcohol)) was

purchased from Merck (Hohenbrunn, Germany). The molecu-
lar weight and degree of hydrolysis of PVA were 145,000 and
greater than 98%, respectively. Amoxicillin, span 80, glutaral-
dehyde (25% w/w) solution, paraffin oil, and HCI (37% puriss.)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Louis, USA).

Preparation of nanoparticles

NaAlg solution (2%, w/v) was prepared in distilled water at
room temperature and PVA solution (4%, w/v) was prepared
in hot distilled water (80 �C) by stirring overnight. Solution of
the two polymers were mixed in different ratios and stirred
to form a homogeneous solution. A known amount of AMO
was added to this solution (blend of PVA/NaAlg). This poly-
mer solution containing AMO was emulsified in paraffin oil
(30ml) containing 2% (w/w) of span 80 under continuous
homogenizing using a Heidolph RZR 2021 homogenizer
(Heidolph Instruments, Schwabach, Germany) for 30min at
2000 rpm. Then, a required amount of glutaraldehyde (GA)
containing HCI (0.7%, v/v) was slowly dropped into this emul-
sion and homogenizing was continued for an additional 1 h.
The nanoparticle suspension was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm
for 5min. Thereafter, the precipitated nanoparticles were
washed with petroleum ether, n-hexane and ethanol to
remove residual GA and paraffin oil. Finally, the obtained
nanoparticles were dried in an oven at 40 �C. NaAlg nanopar-
ticles were prepared in a similar way. Figure 1 illustrates the
process of preparation of AMO-loaded nanoparticles.

Measurement of particle size and zeta potential

The mean particles size and zeta potential were determined
by zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, UK). Briefly, 1mg of the
dried nanoparticles were suspended in 1.5ml of ethanol and
sonicated during 1min to form a uniform dispersion of nano-
particles. The measurements were performed at a scattering
angle of 90� at a temperature of 25 �C. Using the same proce-
dures, zeta potential and particle size measurements were

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the preparation of AMO-loaded nanoparticles.
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also performed at pH 1.2 and pH 6.8. For each sample, the
measurements were repeated three times.

Determination of the drug content

A known amount of particles (10mg) was placed in a flask
and suspended in 50ml of distilled water. The suspension
was extracted at room temperature for 4 h to allow the com-
plete extraction of AMO from the particles. After 4 h, the sus-
pension was filtered through a filter paper and the filtrate
solution was collected. The content of AMO was measured
using ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer at a wavelength
of 230 nm with distilled water as a blank. The encapsulation
efficiency (EE) and loading capacity (LC) were calculated
according to the following equations:

EE ð%Þ ¼ Drug content in particles=Drug amount used� 100

LC ð%Þ ¼ Weight of drug in particles=Weight of particles

� 100

In vitro drug release experiments

The in vitro release studies of AMO-loaded nanoparticles were
carried out in 100ml conical flasks containing 50ml of HCl solu-
tion (pH 2.0) and 50ml of phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0).
The flasks were incubated in a shaking water bath (100 rpm)
(BS-21, Jeio Tech Co, Korea) maintained at 41 �C. Firstly, the
release medium for AMO was kept at pH 2.0 (HCI solution) for
1 h. From 1h onwards, the medium was changed to phosphate
buffer solution (pH 6.0). Samples of 400 ll were withdrawn at
regular time intervals over a 24-h period and the same volume
of fresh HCI solution (pH 2.0) and phosphate buffer solution
(pH 6.0) were replaced in the release medium to maintain con-
stant volume. The amount of released AMO was determined by
UV spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer) at 230 nm, and the
cumulative release profile versus time was plotted. All experi-
ments were performed in triplicate and the results were
expressed as mean value and standard deviation (±SD).

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry was performed using DSC
Q2000 instrument (TA Instruments, USA). Approximately,
2mg of each sample was accurately weighed in aluminium
pans and hermetically sealed. The DSC runs were conducted
from 30 �C to 400 �C at a heating constant rate of 10 �C/min
under constant purging of nitrogen at 50ml/min.

Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA)

In order to determine thermal stability of the samples, ther-
mogravimetric analysis was carried out using TGA-Q500 ther-
mogravimetric analyser (TA Instruments, USA). Samples
weighing 2mg were heated at a fixed heating rate of 10 �C/
min from 30 �C to 900 �C under a nitrogen purge (50ml/min).
The loss of weight as a function of temperature
was recorded.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM image of particles was obtained using a JEOL JSM-5600
(Japan) scanning electron microscope with an operating
voltage of 20 kV. The sample was mounted on a copper stub
using carbon tape and sputter-coated with a thin layer of
gold in a vacuum chamber before observed under SEM.

X-ray diffractions (XRD)

The XRD patterns of AMO, AMO loaded nanoparticles and
blank nanoparticles were obtained using an X-ray powder dif-
fractometer (Rigaku Ultimate IV Diffractometer, Japan). The
dried nanoparticles were mounted on sample holder, and the
patterns were recorded in the range of 2–50� at the speed
of 1�/min.

In vitro antibacterial activity of the nanoparticles

Antibacterial evaluation of the drug-loaded nanoparticle sus-
pension (pH 6.0) and pure AMO were performed against
Escherichia coli (ATCC 29213) and Staphylococcus aureus
(ATCC 25922). The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)
was determined in 96-well plates by the standard broth
microdilution method according to the Clinical and
Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines recommenda-
tions, using cation-adjusted Mueller-Hinton broth (CAMHB).

A fresh, pure culture should be used for the preparation of
the bacterial inoculum. Bacteria were inoculated on Mueller-
Hinton agar and incubated overnight at 37 �C. Bacterial colo-
nies were diluted with fresh Mueller-Hinton broth to obtain
optical densities corresponding to 0.5 McFarland standard.
Two-fold serial dilutions of the nanoparticles and pure drug
were prepared in U-bottom 96-well plates with CAMHB to
achieve final concentrations ranging from 0.25 to 512mg/ml.
Then, the bacterial strains were added to each 96-well plate
to give a final concentration of 5� 105 CFU/ml. The MIC was
described as the lowest concentration of the drug-loaded
nanoparticles and pure AMO that completely inhibited visual
growth of the bacteria after incubation at 37 �C for 24 h.

Results and discussion

Particle size, zeta potential and encapsulation efficiency

The formulation parameters, particle size, zeta potential and
encapsulation efficiency of amoxicillin loaded nanoparticles
are presented in Table 1. The mean diameter of particles
ranged from 336.3 ± 25.66 to 558.3 ± 31.39 nm depending on
the different parameters. When the particle size is examined
in terms of NaAlg amount in formulations, it was found that
amount of NaAlg influenced the particles size and enhance-
ment of alginate concentration leads to increase of particle
size. On the other hand, it was found that increment of
encapsulation efficiency was gradually increased with
the increase of NaAlg ratio in the blend formulations. In these
formulations (F1, F2, F3 and F4), with a 4-fold increase in the
amount of NaAlg resulted in an increase of 66.45% in encap-
sulation efficiency. Moreover, it was determined that the
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highest encapsulation efficiency was obtained from pure
NaAlg nanoparticles among all the formulations. Conversely,
a negative correlation was found between the percentage of
particle yields and amount of NaAlg. Considering data of
particle yields and encapsulation efficiency of prepared for-
mulations, the formulation that has maximum yield was used
for further studies.

Amount of span 80 was another parameter that affects
particles size. According to this, it was observed that
increasing concentration of span 80 from 1% to 4% caused
the decrease of particles size from 558.3 ± 31.39 to
397± 22.73 nm. Similarly, Jose et al. [33] and Aydogan et al.
[34] have reported that higher span 80 concentration caused
the smaller particle size when they prepared diltiazem-loaded
microspheres and pregabalin-loaded microspheres, respect-
ively. Relatedly, Huang et al. [35] reported that this surfactant
agent (span 80) diminished particle size by reducing surface
tension between liquid paraffin and organic phase in 5-fluo-
rouracil-loaded microparticles. In fact, span 80 tends to
reduce surface tension between the two phases, thereby pre-
venting coalescence of particles by forming a thin layer
around the droplets while stabilizing the emulsion. When the
amount of span 80 in formulation falls below a certain con-
centration, droplets tend to aggregate because of insuffi-
ciency of surface tension reducing effect of surfactant agent
and thus particle size is increased [33–36]. Figure 2 shows
SEM microphotograph of AMO-loaded nanoparticles. From
this microphotograph, it can be seen that the nanoparticles
have a uniform spherical morphology.

As can be seen from Table 1, there was not any consider-
able difference within the zeta potentials of the nanopar-
ticles. The average zeta potential values obtained for all the
formulations were negative and observed in the range of
�41.86 ± 0.55 to �47.3 ± 2.76mV. Positive or negative surface
charge can exhibit variability depending on the composition
of the polymer or material used. It is thought that the

negative surface charge of the particles is probably originated
from negative carboxyl groups of alginate [37]. Likewise, Patil
and Devarajan [38] also attributed negative surface charge of
the prepared insulin-loaded alginate nanoparticles to the
carboxyl groups in the polymer. The surface charge of nano-
particles with less than �30mV or greater than 30mV are
related to the lower aggregation tendency of particles and
higher stability in suspension [39,40].

The effect of different pH mediums on the particles size
and zeta potential was also investigated. Table 2 shows the
variations in particles size and zeta potential in different pH
values (at pH 1.2 and at pH 6.8). In general, it can be seen
from the table that the mean particle size of the formulations
is smaller at pH 1.2 than at pH 6.8. Concomitant with alter-
ation of PVA/NaAlg ratio from 1/1 to 1/4 at pH 1.2, it was

Table 1. Preparation condition, encapsulation efficiency (EE), particle yields, average size, and zeta potential for all formulations.

Code Polymer
Ratio of drug/
polymer (w/w) Span 80 (%)

Exposure time
to GA (h) EE (%)

Particle
yield (%) LC (%)

Average
size (nm)

Zeta
potential (mV)

F1 PVA/NaAlg 1/1
(w/w)

1/2 2 1 26.74 ± 2.66 77.14 ± 4.22 12.68 ± 0.19 336.30 ± 25.66 �41.86 ± 0.55

F2 PVA/NaAlg 1/2
(w/w)

1/2 2 1 30.42 ± 1.52 75.47 ± 0.37 12.70 ± 0.47 415.40 ± 28.32 �43.40 ± 1.95

F3 PVA/NaAlg 1/3
(w/w)

1/2 2 1 38.95 ± 1.91 71.99 ± 5.30 12.76 ± 0.80 452.50 ± 35.82 �44.20 ± 1.22

F4 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/2 2 1 44.51 ± 4.17 71.03 ± 5.55 13.99 ± 0.26 502.72 ± 15.92 �45.12 ± 1.10

F5 NaAlg 1/2 2 1 62.65 ± 0.95 47.33 ± 1.52 22.75 ± 0.75 527.00 ± 14.66 �47.30 ± 2.76

F6 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/2 2 0.5 33.85 ± 0.98 67.22 ± 5.80 11.27 ± 0.50 449.40 ± 14.70 �42.50 ± 1.12

F7 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/2 2 2 36.46 ± 3.09 67.84 ± 1.50 13.61 ± 0.63 374.30 ± 15.16 �44.00 ± 1.95

F8 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/2 1 1 33.15 ± 2.02 79.23 ± 0.86 12.04 ± 0.97 558.30 ± 31.39 �44.50 ± 3.82

F9 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/2 4 1 33.53 ± 1.06 73.11 ± 5.67 11.27 ± 0.66 397.00 ± 22.73 �45.50 ± 4.52

F10 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/1 2 1 35.79 ± 1.34 59.57 ± 2.89 17.89 ± 0.96 465.60 ± 23.85 �44.80 ± 1.37

F11 PVA/NaAlg 1/4
(w/w)

1/4 2 1 40.63 ± 1.12 73.73 ± 2.05 8.12 ± 0.20 436.90 ± 20.93 �41.90 ± 2.91

Data were presented as the mean ± SD (n¼ 3).

Figure 2. SEM image of AMO-loaded nanoparticles.
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observed that the particles size decreased. The particle size
of the formulation with PVA/NaAlg ratio 1/1 (F1) was
304.20 ± 22.05 nm and particle size decreased to
213.51 ± 17.64 nm with 4-fold increasing NaAlg ratio (F4). The
least particle size was obtained from pure NaAlg nanopar-
ticles (F5) with 130.51 ± 16.95 nm. On the contrary, at pH 6.8,
it was found that with the changing of PVA/NaAlg from 1/1
to 1/4, the particles size increased from 366.40 ± 26.64 nm to
512.00 ± 7.49 nm. It was reported that NaAlg has the property
of shrinking at low pH and the obtained data could be
associated with the fact that because the pKa of NaAlg is
about 3.2, most of �COO� groups in NaAlg converted
into�COOH groups in low pH. In NaAlg, the hydrogen bond-
ing between�COOH groups leads to the polymer–polymer
interactions and predominates over the polymer–water inter-
actions. Resulted from this, the particle size of the formula-
tions is relatively small at pH 1.2. When the pH is increased,
the�COOH groups of NaAlg molecules tend to ionize and
give �COO� ions that facilitate the swelling of the formula-
tions [20,41]. Hence, the particles size increased at pH 6.8.

On the other hand, at both pH, the zeta potential of the
obtained formulations showed negative values. Generally
speaking, compared to at pH 1.2, the formulations had more
negative zeta potential values at pH 6.8. This behaviour can

be explained as the result of protonation of the carboxyl
groups (�COOH) on the NaAlg molecules when the pH
decreased below their pKa value [42]. Here too, it was found
that the obtained data were influenced by PVA/NaAlg ratio in
the formulation. An increase in the amount of NaAlg
enhanced the negative values of the formulations (F1, F2, F3
and F4) and the values reached from �2.13 ± 0.75mV to
�6.03 ± 1.90mV at pH 1.2 and from �21.70 ± 1.83mV to
�33.60 ± 1.17mV at pH 6.8, respectively. The most negative
zeta potential values were recorded for pure NaAlg nanopar-
ticles (F5).

In vitro drug release

In vitro release of AMO from particles were carried out in pH
2.0 (HCl solution) and pH 6.0 (phosphate buffer solution). As
shown in Figures 3–6, in all formulations the drug release
from particles proceeded in two stages: an initial rapid
release approximately in the first 1.5 h followed by a slower
sustained release up to 24 h. The initial rapid release could be
owing to the burst release of drug from the particles. A
possible explanation of this situation could be that the faster
migration of the weakly localized or bound drug molecules
on the surface of particles. The subsequent slow release is
likely due to slower migration of the remaining drug
entrapped in the inner region of the particles [43,44].

The release results were evaluated in terms of parameters
such as drug/polymer ratio, PVA/NaAlg ratio, crosslinking
time and amount of surfactant agent. Cumulative release
results of AMO are presented in Figure 3 depending on the
different PVA/NaAlg ratio in the formulations. Accordingly,
the drug release rate increased with increment of NaAlg in
the formulations. Among PVA/NaAlg blend formulations (F1,
F2, F3 and F4) the highest release rate was obtained from F4
formulation with 51.11%, while the lowest release rate was
obtained from F1 formulation with 41.50%. On the other side,
the maximum release rate was found in NaAlg nanoparticles
with 54.90%. As similar result was reported by Şanlı et al.
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Figure 3. Effect of the ratio of PVA/NaAlg on AMO release (concentration of span 80¼ 2%, exposure time to GA ¼1 h, ratio of drug/polymer ¼1/2). Data were
presented as the mean ± SD (n¼ 3).

Table 2. The effect of different pH on particles size and zeta potential.

Average size (nm) Zeta potential (mV)

Formulation
code pH 1.2 pH 6.8 pH 1.2 pH 6.8

F1 304.20 ± 22.05 366.40 ± 26.64 �2.13 ± 0.75 �21.70 ± 1.83
F2 249.86 ± 6.72 497.20 ± 3.58 �4.70 ± 2.59 �30.63 ± 0.25
F3 236.40 ± 22.00 503.46 ± 1.92 �5.64 ± 0.90 �32.90 ± 1.30
F4 213.51 ± 17.64 512.00 ± 7.49 �6.03 ± 1.90 �33.60 ± 1.17
F5 130.51 ± 16.95 576.60 ± 8.12 �8.39 ± 1.14 �36.95 ± 1.76
F6 194.87 ± 3.66 552.73 ± 4.77 �6.09 ± 1.96 �33.16 ± 1.59
F7 238.53 ± 23.37 501.93 ± 6.90 �5.75 ± 1.48 �34.10 ± 1.56
F8 229.10 ± 23.05 590.33 ± 15.61 �1.61 ± 1.24 �30.46 ± 0.84
F9 199.18 ± 7.11 559.60 ± 7.37 �6.76 ± 2.19 �25.96 ± 2.23
F10 233.40 ± 24.31 515.13 ± 0.75 �2.48 ± 2.25 �33.03 ± 1.88
F11 220.68 ± 21.17 612.46 ± 13.01 �6.01 ± 2.17 �33.23 ± 1.15

Data were presented as the mean ± SD (n¼ 3).
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[25], it is thought that release rate differences are caused by
NaAlg containing hydroxyl and carboxyl groups that provide
hydrophilicity to the molecule. Compared to NaAlg, PVA has
a small hydrated volume and therefore PVA creates an inten-
sive network of macromolecular chains in the blend formula-
tions. So, in comparison with NaAlg, permeation of liquid
molecules by means of PVA/NaAlg blend formulations and
afterwards diffusion of the drug to the external medium
becomes more difficult [45,46].

The drug/polymer ratio in the formulations was investi-
gated as one of the parameters that affect the release profile.
According to the release results (Figure 4), it was found that
the release rate of the formulation with the highest drug/
polymer ratio was higher than the other formulations.
Accordingly, in the formulation that the drug/polymer ratio is
equal (F10), the highest release rate was achieved with
57.16%, whereas when the ratio is reduced by 1/4, the
release rate decreased to 42.88%. It is considered that this is
probably related to the presence of more free void spaces,
through that, a fewer amount of drug molecules will carry.
Similarly, Babu et al. [19], in nifedipine loaded NaAlg-MC

(methyl cellulose) blend formulations and Swamy et al. [47],
in triprolidine loaded poly (hydroxy ethyl methyl acrylate-co-
acrylic acid) carrier system, reported that the release levels
were increased depending on the increased amount of drugs.

The exposure time to cross-linking agent (GA) was another
parameter affecting the release profile. As shown in Figure 5,
there is a negative correlation between the cross-linking time
and the release rate. When the exposure time to GA was
increased from 0.5 h to 2 h, the release rate decreased from
64.54% to 45.65%. The measured decline in the release rate
is presumably because of the increasing cross-linking time
that enhances the cross-link density of the particles, which
support compact network of the polymer. As a result, the
free space of the matrix reduces due to the high cross-link
density and thus passage of drug molecules becomes difficult
through the matrix [48].

The effect of different concentration of span 80 in the par-
ticles on the release profile was also investigated. Figure 6
illustrates that when the amount of span 80 increased the
rate of drug release from the particles was increased.
Berkland et al. [49] linked the increase in drug release rate
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from microspheres to the high surface-to-volume ratio due to
decrease in particles size. As mentioned above, in our study,
the increase in amount of span 80 in the formulation
reduced the size of the particles. In that case, it can be said
that the decrease of particles size might have been contrib-
uted to the faster release rate due to the increased surface-
to-volume ratio. These data show that it is possible to
achieve desired particle size and release rate with changing
amount of surfactant agent.

Drug release kinetics

In order to explain the release mechanism of AMO from par-
ticles, the obtained results were fitted using the
Korsmeyer–Peppas model [50].

Mt
M1 ¼ ktn

where Mt/M1 represents the fraction of AMO released at
time t, k is a kinetic constant, and the exponent n has been
suggested as indicative of the release mechanism. The n
value is related to the drug release mechanism. Within this
context, n� 0.43 indicates Fickian diffusion, n¼ 0.85 means
Case II transport (zero order), and 0.43< n< 0.85 indicates an
anomalous behaviour (non-Fickian diffusion) [50]. The calcu-
lated values of n, k and regression coefficient (r) for all formu-
lations are given in Table 3. As can be seen from the table,

the values of n for all formulations were found to be less
than 0.43 at pH 2.0 and 6.0 except for F5 (NaAlg). These
obtained values of n from in vitro AMO release revealed that
the mechanism of release is Fickian diffusion, means that
AMO release from nanocarriers is mainly governed by the
drug diffusion. On the other hand, the calculated n value of
F5 (0.43< n< 0.85 at pH 2.0) indicated that anomalous (non-
Fickian diffusion: means a coupling of diffusion and polymer
relaxation) was the main release mechanism for this
formulation.

XRD, DSC and TGA analyses

The DSC thermogram of AMO, blank nanoparticles and drug-
loaded nanoparticles obtained under nitrogen atmosphere
are displayed in Figure 7. In DSC thermogram of AMO, an
endothermic peak was observed at 104 �C corresponding to
its melting point. The DSC curve of blank nanoparticles
showed a weak endothermic peak at 201 �C. However, it can
be seen from the DSC thermogram that AMO-loaded nano-
particles did not exhibit an endothermic peak at 104 �C;
instead a weak endothermic peak emerged at 208 �C. The dis-
appearance of the melting endothermic peak of AMO dem-
onstrates that crystalline form of AMO might have been
converted into amorphous form or molecularly dispersed
into the polymeric matrix during the preparation of
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Table 3. Release kinetics parameters of AMO from different formulations.

pH of medium 2.0 pH of medium 6.0

Formulation code Release exponent (n) Regression coefficient (r) Kinetic constant (k) Release exponent (n) Regression coefficient (r) Kinetic constant (k)

F1 0.32 0.964 1.403 0.14 0.996 1.420
F2 0.25 0.980 1.428 0.13 0.995 1.452
F3 0.31 0.985 1.415 0.13 0.976 1.478
F4 0.33 0.983 1.486 0.13 0.963 1.540
F5 0.53 0.991 1.531 0.11 0.910 1.615
F6 0.35 0.965 1.652 0.09 0.917 1.715
F7 0.30 0.980 1.457 0.10 0.919 1.529
F8 0.40 0.984 1.448 0.13 0.911 1.513
F9 0.29 0.993 1.479 0.18 0.966 1.557
F10 0.38 0.954 1.510 0.16 0.942 1.599
F11 0.32 0.972 1.432 0.10 0.965 1.500
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nanoparticles [51,52]. This result was further confirmed by
XRD analysis. The XRD diffractograms of AMO, blank nano-
particles and drug-loaded nanoparticles are presented in
Figure 8. The intense peaks of AMO were observed at 2h of
12�, 15�, 18�, 19�, 23.5�, 26.6� and 28.6� inferring its crystal-
line structure. However, the characteristic peaks of the drug
were not observed in drug-loaded nanoparticles. The
absence of characteristic peaks of AMO in drug-loaded
nanoparticles along with the existence of halo pattern spec-
trum could be attributed that AMO in the nanoparticles
was in amorphous form [53]. It is reported that, because of
its much more saturation solubility, amorphous form of
drug is a desirable characteristic of a drug in nanoparticles
compared to crystalline form. This leads to a higher shelf
life and long-term stability of drug in aqueous suspensions
by preventing the phenomenon of Ostwald ripening in
such systems [53,54].

The TGA curves of AMO, blank nanoparticles and drug-
loaded nanoparticles are given in Figure 9. The first thermal
degradation and weight loss of AMO were observed around
100 �C and about 12.5%, respectively, which were probably
due to the water evaporation. The second thermal event was
around 200 �C and it could be related to the decomposition
of AMO. The temperature at which 50% weight loss of AMO
occurred was around 294 �C. However, in the event of the
drug-loaded nanoparticles, the temperature at which 50%
weight loss occurred was found at higher temperature
(around 367 �C) when compared to the pure drug. These
results obviously reveal that owing to encapsulation of
the drug between polymeric chains, the stability of the drug
is increased [55]. From the TGA curves, it also can be seen
that the stability of drug loaded nanoparticles is relatively
higher than that of pure AMO.

In vitro antibacterial activity of the nanoparticles

The MICs of pure AMO and amoxicillin loaded nanoparticles
against E. coli and S. aureus are shown in Table 4. In our
study, the MIC values of pure AMO were found to be 8lg/ml
for E. coli and 4 lg/ml for S. aureus. On the other side, when
the drug was loaded into nanoparticles, these MIC values
were found to be 16 lg/ml and 4lg/ml, respectively. From
these results, for S. aureus, it can be said that there was not
much change regarding the antibacterial activity of amoxicil-
lin nanoparticles in in vitro conditions, was comparable with
pure AMO and was not affected due to encapsulation with
nanoparticles [56]. However, for E. coli, the antibacterial activ-
ity of the nanoparticles was found to be less effective than
pure AMO. This situation can be explained by the structural
difference of the cell wall of S. aureus (Gram positive) and
E. coli (Gram negative) [57].

Figure 7. DSC thermograms of amoxicillin (AMO) blank nanoparticles and AMO loaded nanoparticles
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Conclusion

In the current study, blend nanoparticles of PVA/NaAlg with
AMO loading were prepared and characterized with respect
to their particle size, zeta potential, encapsulation efficiency
and in vitro release studies. The obtained nanoparticles have
a negative surface charge and enhanced stability. The release
profiles of these nanoparticles were investigated under differ-
ent pH conditions. Release data showed that, after an initial
burst release of the drug, release rate decreased with an
increase of pH and followed by a controlled release phase.
The MIC value of optimal formulation toward E. coli and
S. aureus was comparable with that of pure AMO.
Encapsulation of AMO in PVA/NaAlg nanoparticles did not
invalidate its antibacterial activity. These results reveal that
the prepared PVA/NaAlg nanoparticles could be used as a
useful carrier for the sustained release of AMO.
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